Complement-mediated allograft injury, elicited by donor-specific HLA antibodies (DSA), is a defining pathophysiological characteristic of allograft damage. We aimed to study DSA-induced complement activation as a diagnostic marker of antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) and a risk stratification tool for graft loss in the context of lung transplantation (LT). We identified 38 DSA-positive patients whose serum samples were submitted for C3d deposition testing via the C3d assay. Among these 38 patients, 15 had AMR (DSA Pos AMR Pos ). Results were reported for each patient as the C3d ratio for each DSA, the immunodominant DSA, and the C3d ratio for all DSA present in a sample (C3d ratio SUM ). DSA Pos AMR Pos patients had higher C3d ratio SUM values (58.66 (À1.32 to 118.6) vs. 1.52 (0.30 to 2.74), P = 0.0016) and increased immunodominant C3d ratios (41.87 (1.72 to 82.02) vs. 0.69 (0.21 to 1.19), P = 0.001) when compared with DSA Pos AMR Neg patients. Specificity and calculated positive predictive value of the immunodominant C3d ratio and BCMsum tests for AMR diagnosis were both 100% (CI = 17.4-100) in this cohort. Worst graft survival was associated with both immunodominant C3d ratio ≥4 or C3d ratio SUM ≥10 or BCMsum >7000, suggesting that the antibody composition and/or strength are the principal determinants of an HLA DSA's capacity to activate complement.
Introduction
In response to alloimmunization via organ transplantation, patients develop alloantibodies to HLA expressed by donor tissue and are referred to as donor-specific antibodies (DSA). In heart and kidney transplantation, DSA mediate damage to the allograft and lower graft survival via multiple mechanisms including complement-dependent and independent actions [1] . Criteria for diagnosis of antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) comprise the presence of circulating DSA and histological patterns in the graft biopsy, including endothelial swelling, leukocytic infiltrate, and the complement split product C4d [2, 3] . Using data obtained in heart and renal transplantation as a working hypothesis and a series of histological case reports of AMR in lung transplantation (LT) [4, 5] , work over the past decade has attempted to define the features of AMR in the field of LT [2] . Recently, a consensus was reached on the diagnostic criteria of AMR in LT: the presence of DSA and evocative lung pathology, with or without the presence of C4d in the graft associated with or without graft failure (clinical AMR or subclinical AMR, respectively) [6] . With these criteria in hand, the lung transplant community is now in pursuit of new technologies and algorithms that allow for risk stratification of DSA+ patients to guide management and therapy.
As AMR is the main cause of late-stage graft failure across most solid organ transplants [7] , a large number of studies have attempted to identify features of DSA that may be indicative of graft failure. Historically, the presence of strong DSA levels based on MFI values, a semi-quantitative measurement of the quantity of antibody bound to antigen-coupled luminex beads, has been the major approach used to guide clinical management during transplant care [8] . A further step to stratify the pathogenic potential of DSA has been to measure their ability to activate complement. The C1q platform has been instrumental in identifying patients with DSA that bind C1q, the major mediator of classical complement activation, which are more likely to result in episodes of rejection and late-stage graft failure in cardiac and renal transplantation [9] [10] [11] . While the C1q technology has been evaluated as a diagnostic tool in both cardiac and renal transplant, the field of LT underutilizes these platforms for risk stratification.
Recently, a new solid-phase C3d assay was developed to assess the ability of HLA DSA to both bind and activate complement. The principle of the assay is similar to the commonly used single antigen platform, whereby DSA in patient serum binds to single antigen beads. Instead of detecting antibody bound to beads with an anti-human IgG secondary antibody, the DSAbound beads are mixed with human complement, which results in classical complement activation and C3d deposition on the bead surface. An anti-human C3d antibody is then used to detect bead-bound C3d. Therefore, the C3d assay is a direct measure of HLA DSA activation of human complement. We hypothesize that complement activation by DSA in the C3d assay will be a strong indicator of AMR diagnosis and poor graft outcome.
To test this hypothesis, we used a well-defined cohort of LT recipients [12] and determined whether the C3d assay identified LT patients with AMR. We identified DSA-positive patients and tested their sera for the presence of complement activating antibodies using the C3d assay. Moreover, as our patients at Foch Hospital are prospectively monitored for AMR diagnosis, we directly compared levels of DSA-mediated C3d activation between AMR-positive and -negative LT patients.
DSA
Pos AMR Pos LT patients had DSA which induced significantly higher levels of complement activation when compared with DSA Pos AMR Neg patients. Furthermore, DSA Pos patients with increased C3d deposition had significantly lower graft survival than DSA Pos patients without C3d activation.
Materials and methods

Ethics
This observational study was approved by the research protocol evaluation committee of the Institutional Review Board of the French Learned Society For Respiratory Medicine-Soci et e de Pneumologie de Langue Franc ßaise.
Study population
All patients receiving bilateral LT at Foch Hospital between January 2010 and December 2013 and three more patients with AMR diagnosis and serum available for analysis (two transplanted between August 2008 and January 2010 and one in March 2014) were included in this monocentric retrospective study. All patients were routinely screened postoperatively for DSA at D1, 7, 21, and 30, then M2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, then every 6 months thereafter, using the One Lambda â single antigen test.
Of 209 patients, 108 tested positive for DSA during routine single antigen screening. We used these 108 patients as our cohort for analyses using the Immucor â (Lifecodes, Norcross, GA) LSA luminex-based assays for single antigen and C3d testing.
AMR diagnosis
Protocol patient biopsies were mostly retrieved transbronchially (TBB, routinely at M1, M3, M4, M6, M9,  M12 , and for cause), or in some cases acquired through thoracotomy or explantation. Biopsies were scored as previously described [2, 12] . If biopsies scored positive for histological patterns suggestive of AMR with circulating DSA, biopsies were further characterized by C4d immunohistochemistry. AMR was diagnosed using the following criteria: (i) clinical dysfunction; (ii) DSA positivity; (iii) presence of C4d in lung biopsies; and (iv) histological patterns suggestive of AMR in the absence of other causes (i.e., ischemia-reperfusion, infection, aspiration, and drug toxicity). If C4d was detected in biopsies, patients were categorized as AMR Pos C4d Pos (n = 10) despite the presence or absence of histological patterns. If C4d was not detected in biopsies, yet there were histological patterns suggestive of AMR in the biopsy, patients were categorized as AMR Pos C4d Neg (n = 5). Notably, each AMR patient met the diagnostic criteria for certain or probable AMR with DSA positivity.
HLA typing, HLA antibody testing, and criteria for DSA assignment Among 108 DSA-positive patients with clinical monitoring, the presence of DSA in DTT-treated sera was determined using LSA Single Antigen Class I and II platforms according to manufacturer's protocol (Immucor â ). Clinically validated sera were used as controls (serum without HLA antibodies) (negative serum, NS); pooled sera containing HLA antibodies with ≥80% cPRA (PS). Intermediate-resolution HLA typing of recipient and donor HLA-A, B, C, DRB, DQA1, and DQB1 was performed using molecular methods (One Lambda, Canoga Park, CA 
C3d assay
We used the solid-phase SAB-based C3d assay (Immucor â ) to detect DSA-mediated C3d deposition via Luminex as previously described [13] . NS and PS were used as controls for complement activation. Of the 40 DSA Pos patients, only 38 had enough sera for subsequent C3d testing. The level of C3d deposition was represented as the C3d ratio for each bead which was calculated as the ratio of MFI with patient serum/MFI with negative control serum (NS) (C3d ratio = C3d MFI patient /C3d MFI NS ). The C3d ratio SUM was determined by adding the C3d ratio of each DSA in a given serum sample (C3d ratio SUM = C3d ratio (DSA#1) + C3d ratio (DSA#2) + . . .). We determined a cutoff of 4 for the immunodominant C3d ratio and 10 for the C3d ratio SUM according to ROC analysis (Table S1) 
Diagnostic value of C3d ratio
To evaluate the contribution of the C3d ratio to AMR diagnosis, we assessed intrinsic values (sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp)) and extrinsic values (negative and positive predictive value (NPV and PPV, respectively)). If true positive = a, false positive = b, false negative = c, true negative = d, then values were calculated as follow: (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Statistical significance was assigned based on a P ≤ 0.05.
Results
Population description
For these studies, we used our well-defined and historic lung transplant cohort at Foch Hospital [12] . Routine DSA monitoring of these transplant recipients identified 108 patients with DSA-positive samples that were used to characterize the utility of the C3d assay for AMR risk stratification. These 108 DSA-positive historic samples were tested for HLA DSA using the LSA HLA class I and class II test, and we found 40/108 patients were DSA Pos (background corrected mean fluorescence intensity (BCM) ≥ 500). Two of these patients had limited sample volumes, and were excluded from further analyses (Fig. 1) Neg patients by comparing these values at the time of rejection or when the DSA levels were maximal ("peak" according to historical DSA testing). Knowing donor specificity allowed us to restrict our analysis to beads containing donor-specific antigen for each patient. Analysis of BCM and C3d ratio for each DSA bead between patient populations revealed a significant disparity in the range between patient groups. DSA from DSA Pos AMR Pos patients showed a significant increase in BCM values and in the capacity to activate C3d compared with patients in the DSA Pos AMR Neg group (BCM, mean AE SD: 4814 AE 5407 vs. 2060 AE 1908; C3d ratio, mean AE SD: 37.8 AE 68.7 vs. 1.3 AE 0.4, P < 0.0001, respectively) (Fig. 2 ). There was a clear distinction between the two patient groups with respect to BCM and the range of C3d activation: DSA Pos AMR Neg patients never had a C3d ratio>4, whereas some DSA from DSA Pos AMR Pos patients resulted in over 100-fold increase in C3d activation. In summary, DSA present at the time To explore if increased capacity to activate complement was also associated with an increased quantity of DSA, we looked to see if there was a correlation between BCM values and C3d ratios. In the total population of DSA Pos AMR Pos and DSA Pos AMR Neg , we found a moderate correlation between BCM and C3d ratio with (R 2 = 0.44, P < 0.0001). Considering correlation only in DSA Pos AMR Pos patients, we found a much stronger positive correlation (R 2 = 0.63, P < 0.0001) between the C3d ratio and BCM. Of note only three beads with BCM>7000 had a C3d ratio <4. There was no correlation between BCM or C3d ratio for DSA Pos AMR Neg patients (R 2 = 0.11, P = 0.01; Fig. 3 ).
Immunodominant C3d ratio and C3d ratio SUM for AMR diagnosis
The C3d ratio of the immunodominant DSA was found to be significantly higher in the patients who experienced rejection over those who did not (Fig. 4a) . Another measure currently being assessed is the sum of the BCM values for each DSA in an individual patient (Fig. 4b ).
Diagnostic value of C3d for AMR diagnosis
ROC analyses showed a cut point of >4 for the Immunodominant C3d ratio provides a sensitivity of 60% (CI = 32.3-83.6%) and specificity of 100% (CI = 85.2-100%). An identical sensitivity and specificity was achieved using a cut point of 7000 MFI for the BCMsum. Using these thresholds based on ROC analysis (Table S1) (Table 3 ). The expected probability of no AMR without the C3d Ratio and BCMsum tests is 89.4% [i.e., one minus the prevalence or (1À0.106) 9 100%]. With these tests included, the probability of no AMR increased to 95.5%. Although the PPV is strong, its uncertainty is great because the number of AMR cases in our cohort is low and there is an overall low prevalence of AMR in the lung transplant population.
C3d ratio and graft survival
Next, we assessed graft survival with respect to C3d ratio. Two-year graft survival in patients with an immunodominant DSA with a C3d ratio >4 was 35%, compared to 75% in patients with an immunodominant DSA with a C3d ratio <4 (Fig. 5a ). Patients with C3d ratio SUM >10 had severely impaired 2-year graft survival (25% vs. 73% for patients with C3d ratio SUM <10) (Fig. 5b) . Lastly, using BCM values as a stratification tool, we found that patients with BCM>7000 had 41% 2-year graft survival, while patients with BCM <7000 had 81% graft survival 2 years post-LT (Fig. 5c ).
C3d assay prior to AMR diagnosis
To see if the C3d assay identified pathogenic DSA prior to clinical dysfunction, we analyzed whether C3d deposition occurred in the presence of DSA from samples taken at the time point preceding AMR diagnosis.
To do so, we tested the serum sample obtained prior to the rejection sample for each DSA (Fig. 6a) , whereas the difference in the capacity to activate complement was strikingly different (Fig. 6b) .
C3d serum analysis versus C4d biopsy staining
Positive C4d staining in the allograft biopsy is a hallmark of complement activation in the graft. We decided to compare complement activation across two different biological compartments: serum (C3d) and biopsy (C4d; of activating complement. Taking into account both C4d and C3d tests, every AMR Pos patient had detectable complement activation.
Discussion
There is an urgent need to develop tools that will allow for risk stratification of DSA Pos LT patients most likely to experience AMR episodes. Repeated episodes of rejection lead to clinical dysfunction, short-term allograft survival, and cause mortality of LT patients [4, 12, [15] [16] [17] . The presence of DSA is a known indicator of poor graft prognosis [18] [19] [20] , yet other studies have delineated that not all DSA have similar pathogenicity [1] . As DSA-mediated complement activation has been shown to increase the frequency of graft loss, we hypothesized that measuring complement activation by DSA in vitro would be associated with AMR. In this study, we leveraged a well-defined LT cohort with prospective AMR diagnosis to analyze how complement activating DSA using a new platform, the C3d assay, contribute to AMR diagnosis and predict LT at risk of a subsequent occurrence of AMR.
Three other studies reported the use of the C3d assay to assess DSA-mediated complement activation. Sicard et al.
[21] demonstrated DSA from renal transplant patients undergoing AMR not only activated complement, but that the level of C3d activation was an independent predictor of AMR-related graft loss. We reported DSA from cardiac transplant recipients at the time of biopsy-proven AMR-activated complement in the C3d assay, and this was inhibited using a novel complement inhibitor [13] . Moreover, Comoli et al. [22] found that C3d+ de novo DSA were significant indicators of poor graft outcome 10 years post kidney transplant. The data presented in this study align with these previous reports, as DSA from LT patients experiencing AMR were significantly more prone to activate complement in the C3d assay, and that C3d+ DSA were indicative of extremely poor graft outcome. Collectively, these reports of complement activating DSA across solid organ transplant reiterate the importance of understanding the physiological contributions of complement during AMR. 
AMR
Pos patients prior to the rejection episode (ranging 13-581 days before rejection) were assessed for BCM SUM (a) (n = 23 and n = 10, respectively) and C3d ratio SUM (b) (n = 23 and n = 10, respectively). Mann-Whitney analysis was performed, P values as indicated. Consistent with previous reports, a higher C3d ratio correlates with high BCM in DSA Pos AMR Pos patients [23, 24] . As the C3d ratio does not discriminate graft outcome better than BCMsum values, the added clinical value of this assay is questionable. However, the C3d assay does in fact supply a mechanism by which increased quantities of DSA can promote graft damage. Specifically, the greater the amount of DSA, the more likely complement activation is to occur, which may result in more complement-mediated pathology in the lungs and subsequent rejection. Indeed, a C3d ratio>4 mainly occurs in the range of BCM values rarely reached by those patients who do not experience rejection (DSA Pos AMR Neg ). Despite a strong correlation of high BCM and C3d ratio, not every DSA with BCM>7000 is capable of inducing complement as measured by C3d. This phenomenon could be explained by other DSA intrinsic factors, such as affinity, subclass, and Fc glycosylation. Altered Fc glycosylation profiles are known to modulate complement activation, and different IgG subclasses have varying rates of complement activation [1] . Whatever the underlying mechanism, the discrepancy between BCM and C3d highlight that even in our small population, single antigen and C3d assays are not exactly equivalent and the C3d assay may be beneficial for identifying unique DSA with high levels in circulation, but varying pathogenicity.
Our results suggest interesting specificity and PPV of the C3d assay for AMR diagnosis. Owing to the small size of our population those predictive values (that depend on the frequency of event) might be cautiously interpreted. The other diagnostic values such as NPV and sensitivity are moderately convincing. However, the additional value of the C3d assay compared with current single antigen testing (BCM/MFI) remains unclear. While perhaps not a better diagnostic indicator than BCM, the C3d assay may be useful in stratifying patients for treatment strategies. As current complement inhibitor therapies are quite expensive, it would be useful to know which patients would benefit most from these treatments. For example, use of Eculizumab may not be required for patients with no proof of complement activation [25] . Conversely, those patients with DSA that potently induce C3d may greatly benefit from anti-complement treatment. We found that C3d deposition was increased in DSA Pos samples drawn prior to the time of diagnosed rejection. Having knowledge of the pathogenic potential of DSA prior to an episode of rejection would allow for early therapeutic intervention with treatments that may dampen the effects of complement activation.
We found that patients with DSA which significantly activated complement had extremely poor graft survival rates (<35% 2-year graft survival) compared with DSA Pos patients with minimal complement activation (>70% 2-year graft survival). Others have also demonstrated that the complement-binding potential of DSA, via C1q interactions, is a clear indicator of patients more likely to experience AMR [26] . A patient sample containing DSA with elevated levels of complement activation, assessed by C3d assay, would indicate the increased likelihood of subsequent AMR. Using DSA strength to discriminate 2-year graft survival led to similar trends (~80% (weak BCM) vs. 40% (strong BCM)) as when complement deposition was used to assess survival. Use of the immunodominant C3d ratio versus the C3d ratio SUM to examine 2-year graft survival highlighted that both values similarly identified those patients who would succumb to graft loss.
There are multiple potential explanations for the discrepancy between the serum-based C3d test and C4d deposition in the graft, beyond those of the basic sensitivity/specificity issues intrinsic to each assay. On one hand, complement activation by circulating DSA partly depends on the amount of circulating DSA. The "sponge effect" is probably greater in the lung than in other organs, as the capillary surface is 100-fold higher in a lung than in a kidney. This could account for several AMR patients who have circulating DSA with low-to-intermediate BCM values. The strength measured during single antigen testing, or "circulating strength," does not preclude intragraft DSA concentration [27] . On the other hand, intragraft complement activation depends on the number of DSA specificities, respective expression of each HLA molecule on the endothelial surface, and the level of efficacy of the intrinsic complement inhibitory system at the surface of the targeted cells (i.e., CD59, CD55, and CD46). Taken together, clinicians may consider the information gained from these two assays as complementary to understanding the ongoing AMR process. Indeed, both assays indicate complement activation, and should be helpful to indicate anti-complement therapy [25] .
There are several limitations in this study including nonconsecutive and small numbers of patients, and the retrospective nature of the analysis. But these retrospective analyses also allowed for the assessment of samples from multiple time points from DSA Pos AMR Neg patients including the time point with the highest BCM. The diagnostic value of the C3d assay will have to be reassessed in a larger prospective multicenter cohort including consecutive patients.
Testing our samples with the two different platforms highlighted the discrepancy between the two kits. The decrease from 108 DSA-positive patients to 40 might be explained by the known differences between the two platforms caused by HLA antigen quality and density, specificity, and sensitivity of the beads [28] . Small differences can also contribute to variations in MFI between two laboratories [29] .
In summary, DSA MFI or BCM values are used in conjunction with clinical dysfunction and graft biopsy pathology to help guide treatment during episodes of rejection in LT. Our results suggest that both high BCM and C3d ratios might be helpful for AMR diagnosis and graft loss prediction. The C3d assay may be valuable in identifying patients most likely to benefit from anticomplement therapeutic intervention. Moreover, the C3d assay was useful in identifying DSA activating complement in some serum samples drawn prior to AMR diagnosis, and may be worth exploring in larger cohorts. Continual monitoring of DSA using the C3d assay may be able to identify patients who will have AMR, and allow for early therapeutic intervention to minimize DSA-mediated graft damage.
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